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Mado no mukou ni ha tsumetai kaze hisashiburi ni
yume wo mita
Kanashii nyuusu kara arawareta kibou wo ushinau
hitomiFuanteina
hoshi hishimekiatte kotoba mo mitsukaranai
Dakedo arukitsuzuketeitai akiramezu ari no
mamaAtarimae
ni ikiteikeru koto ga
Doredake shiawase kiseki nandarou
Tori ha sora ni hito ha daichi ni dakarete
Namida wo umi ni nagashite utaou yo
Yorokobi no uta DAY AFTER DAYMinna kagayaite mieru
kara kono suteeji ga daisuki sa
Yume no hajimari ha shinjiru koto ima hitotsu ni
natteyukuAtsui
omoi ha tomerarenai gomakashitaku mo nai
Dakara utaitsuzuketeitai massugu ni ari no
mamaMeguriai
ha nante fushigina mono
Itsuka takaramono ni naru no kamo ne
Ashita ni natte sorezore no michi ni wakaretemo
Wasure ha shinai wakachiaeta shunkan wo
Yorokobi no uta DAY AFTER DAYKimi no koe wo kikasete
yo BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE...

English translation

Outside the window is a cold wind,
and for the first time in a while I dream
Sad news has arrived, I've lost the hope in my
eyesInsecure
stars crowd together without need for words
But I want to keep walking,
I won't give up, not like thisNaturally, living things are
A happy miracle, don't you think?
Birds in the sky, people on the ground, embrace
Tears drain to the sea, so sing
A song of joy, day after dayWhen everybody sees their
radiance, that stage is so lovable
Believe in the start of a dream,
now becoming oneThese burning feelings won't stop,
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I don't want to lie anymore
So I want to keep singing,
straightforward, as I amChance meetings can be kind
of mysterious
Sometimes becoming treasures, don't you think?
When tomorrow comes, each and every path splits off
Don't forget, it's a moment we share
A song of joy, day after dayI want to hear your voice,
beautiful people...
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